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ABSTRACT-Occlusion means hiding of object is very important issue in object detection and tracking. While tracking
any object it gets occluded by other object, background obstacle or by itself. Occlusions occur under two categories,
firstly its, self‐occlusion which means that, from a certain viewpoint, one part of an object is occluded by another part.
Secondly, its inter-object occlusion which means when two objects being tracked occlude each other, In video
surveillance,it is challenging to track object accurately when there is occlusion.In this paper, types of occlusions and
occlusion handling methods are explained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking means following moving objects across a video sequence.Object tracking in video gain lots of
interest for active research in computer vision. There are number of applications such as visual surveillance,
Driver assistant system, Human computer interaction are based on object tracking. The problem of occlusion
is one of the main reasons why computer vision is hard in general. Fast, accurate and real-time object tracking
will greatlyimprove the performance of object detection. The problem of occlusion is occurs while tracking
single or multiple objects and it  is major cause of loss of information.

Visual objects in videos, obtained from real world scenes,are not independent from each other. They are
interacting with other objects and background elements. One of these interactions is when one of the existing
objects on the scene prevents from seeing a part or whole of another object it is called as occlusion. One of the
important problem in multiple object tracking is to continue to track when there is occlusion.Occlusion
handling in single object tracking is not that much difficult as it’s in multiple object tracking[2].

This paper contains 5 sections: The introduction section defines the objecttracking and issues of occlusion, In
Next section II, we studied the related work for tracking andOcclusion. The section III gives the issues of
occlusion in object tracking and survey the state of the art occlusionhandling methods, and discuss the
important problem related to occlusion handling including the use of appropriate motion model selection,
features of image and use of multiple cameras. Section IV gives information of different data set used for
evaluation of method.The last section V deals with the Conclusion of our paper.

2. OCCLUSION
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Fig. 1 Occlusion – some part of car invisible due to tree

Occlusion is the one which blocks our view. It is means that there is something we want to see, but can’t due
to some events. If we are tracking some objects such as people, cars etc. then occlusion occurs if an object we
are tracking is hidden by other object. Like two persons walking past each other, or a car that drives under a
bridge. The problem in this case is what we do when an object disappears and reappears again. Occlusion is
the area where we do not get any information related to tracked object. Occlusion can be classified by
considering two things, first is gravity of occlusion and other is different phases of occlusion[1].

i. Gravity of occlusion

There are lots of occlusion categories but out of that main category is related to the gravity of occlusion.
Based on gravity, occlusion can be classified as no occlusion, occlusion in the form of parts i.e. some part of
object is invisible and full occlusion.When the tracked object is fully visible for all time then there is no
occlusion forms. The appearance based methods of object tracking can efficiently tracks object with no
occlusion[3]. When some features of object of interest are not available for the camera then it is known as
partial occlusion. The histogram based tracking, gradient algorithm, and hough transform methods accurately
handle partial occlusion. When object is fully occluded and it does not leave the area of view of camera then it
is called as full occlusion. It is very difficult to track object which is fully occluded as it’s information is not
available for analysis.

ii.   Phases of occlusion

In [4], gives the set of cases which shows that there are only seven occlusion phases possible. Out of these
seven, two phases are no occlusion and full occlusion. Remaining five phases are lies between two phases
given above and based on spliting and merging of blobs. We can divide the types of occlusion based on its
applications that are car occlusion in street scene, pedestrian occlusion, diverse real world occluded scenes.

3. OCCLUSION HANDLING METHODS
Occlusion is unpreventable situation in object detection and tracking. In applications like visual surveillance
and Intelligent Transportation System problem of occlusion is need to handle carefully[5]. The variety of
methods has been proposed for handling occlusions and that methods must be able to detect the occlusion
quickly. When object is under occlusion then it is tough to find exact location of the object being tracked and
it is very complicated when multiple object tracked[6]. The another issue after object reappears is that the
reappeared object is new object or tracked object. The different methods proposed for handling occlusion
problem at multiple layers. In this paper some of the important methods of occlusion handling are discussed.

3.1 Method based on past history of object

As name indicates, to recover object from occlusion past history of object is used. Firstly, object detection is
performed using any simple detection algorithm and then occlusion is detected. After occlusion detection,
object of interest is separated from each frame and occluded frame is identified by using appropriate occlusion
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handling algorithm. Using past history the occluded part of object is matched with previous frame(occlusion
free frame) and then missed part is filled with that matched part[7]. This method is suitable for the single
object tracking and for the scenes where less crowd is present. With complex scenes difficulty in finding
occlusion increases and it is more time consuming. Proposed method is capable of handling partial occlusions
as well as full occlusions but the complete invisibility of close looking objects causes obscurity.

3.2Depth information and RGB features

The RGB features of the object are get changed when object occluded. RGB features of object mostly changes
when occlusion caused by object itself. In this paper, with the help of RGB features and depth information
occlusion is handled. Proposed system consist of three stages: occlusion detection, tracking under occlusion
and recovery from occlusion. Depth information of object is very useful for tracking object with partial and
full occlusion[9]. Mathematical model is developed for detecting occlusion and occluded area is highlighted
with bounding boxes. For object tracking 2D tracking algorithm is used. This method efficiently handles full
occlusion even when target is occluded by similar object.

3.3Fusion methods

In these methods, knowledge of the appearance, motion and position of occluding object and occluded object
is required for determining and recovering the problem of occlusion. The location of object is need to predict
till object reappears during occlusion. The variety of filters available for estimating the location of object.For
example, a Kalman filter is used for estimating the location and motion of objects in [10] and [11]. A
nonlinear dynamic model are used in [12] where a particle filter employed for state estimation.

3.4 Multiple camera placement method

The occlusion can be reduced by using proper camera position. Placement of camera with different angles will
improve the performance. Camera with wide angle also useful but due to wide angle we not get clear
information about object. Instead of using wide angle camera we can use multiple cameras at different points.
Using multiple cameraif object is not visible in one camera then it will be visible in other camera. For visual
surveillance, multiple camera placement method[13] is very accurate but it is costlier than other methods.

4 DATASET AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Number of tracking methods for tracking object with occlusion and lots of data sets are available for
evaluating performance of different tracking method. In RGB-D method videos from Princeton tracking
benchmark are used for evaluation of method. The method based on past history of object perform
experiments on a wide range of video sequencesfrom the standard datasets and it will gives 30% outcome. In
fusion methods, PETs and IBM databases are used for experiment. PETs databases are consist of videos from
outdoor scenes,peoples walking on street, vehicles on road etc. and IBM consist of indoor scenes. With these
databases system gives suitable performance.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, different methods of occlusion handling were presented and discussed different types of
occlusion. This paper gives information about how occlusion occurs and which difficulties arises during
handling occlusion. The occlusion handling methods classified as method based on past history, RGB-D
method, Fusion method, and multiple camera placement method.The paper also gives some of the commonly
used datasets for evaluation of occlusion handling techniques.
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